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Comments: I urge you to Deny the permit to POWDR.

People need solace in woodland and lake and mountain space-not grand resorts.

Why should big development take precedent over 

sun shining through the trees that give solace to our soul-.  

Birds dip overhead in flight 

The pale blue cast sky encircles us with loving arms 

Beneath the mountain soft shadows surround us

Solace flows in rivulets from within lake bed

red yellow wildflower heads peek through rock

Nature's breath resounds in each whiff of wind whispering in the trees

We rejoice in the joy of this day

 

Veer away from the direction of past folly that gives away natural and historical treasures 

to be replaced by overdeveloped resorts 

Be a leader who keeps the path of the past sacred

so the sun continues to rise and set to greet our scenic beauty for all to enjoy

not be marred by development and trappings for the rich

 do not reshape the landscape dotted with trees that have stood watch and weathered storms

 with fancy buildings and expansion 

This a forest home  

trails lead to waterfalls crisp and clean

up rugged mountain terrain.  Listen to their wisdom

Make the right choice for all our children's future- yours, mine, all --

the many many who will not benefit from this new space

Keep our home a place of retreat from the developer's saws and hammers

Let this historical place at Holland Lake live on in peace

Now many cannot even afford to camp at lakesides because of recreation.gov making camping a haven for

tourists with fees and deadlines that are outlandish for locals who use treasure this place.

Use wise guidance. .

I ask you to allow our Montana recreation to be left alone with forest retreats and paths worn smooth with wisdom

of the past --

keep our true wealth so we can linger and hike and swim and canoe in our mountain retreat home to beaver,

heron and pristine lake --  the natural beauty we treasure.

Use natures wise guidance.  Deny this POWDR development purchase plan for Holland Lake. Deny this

development plan that will reshape this special landscape

And the wind will rejoice and the flowing streams and the fish spawning amid the lakes rock bed.

Thank you 

 


